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Abstract 

Mapping RDB to RDF (i.e., RDB2RDF) is the key to constructing the Semantic Web, 

hence has been an active research field during the last decade. Many technically 

heterogeneous RDB2RDF tools resulted in non-interchangeable and unreusable 

RDB2RDF mapping descriptions. In 2009, the W3C RDB2RDF Incubator Group Report 

once strongly suggested that the RDB2RDF mapping language be expressed in rules as 

defined by the W3C Rule Interchange Format (RIF) Working Group, because rules are an 

effective way to express mappings between information models, and RIF, as part of the 

infrastructure for the Semantic Web, is now a standard for exchanging rules among Web 

rule systems. This paper addresses the issue of RIF-based RDB2RDF mapping and 

proposes a database semantics-driven, RIF Production Rule Dialect (RIF-PRD) based 

mapping description approach. The work includes defining a set of generic RIF-PRD 

mapping rules for RDB2RDF, developing a prototype mapping engine called RIFD2RME 

(stands for RIF-based RDB2RDF Mapping Engine), and conducting case study 

experiments with the prototype. The experimental results indicate that the proposed 

mapping approach is achievable and effective.  

 

Keywords: RDB2RDF mapping; Rule Interchange Format; RIF-PRD; relational 

database; Resource Description Framework; Semantic Web 

 

1. Introduction 

The Semantic Web [1] aims at constructing a Web of Data based on the Resource 

Description Framework (RDF) [2] data model, allowing data to be shared and reused 

across communities and applications. Relational Databases (RDBs) are the primary 

sources of data in the Web [3]. Thus mapping RDB to RDF (commonly abbreviated as 

RDB2RDF) is the key to construction of the Web of Data. Quite a few RDB2RDF 

techniques and tools [4-6] have been proposed over the last years. However, many early 

tools adopt various methods and different and proprietary mapping mechanisms and 

languages, making it difficult to share and reuse the mapping descriptions across 

applications or mapping engines. 

Motivated by the interchangeableness/reusability requirements and the wider scope of 

use cases and requirements [7] for RDB2RDF mapping, in 2012 the W3C RDB2RDF 

Working Group standardized the RDB2RDF mapping mechanism and language, 

including Direct Mapping [8]—simple and automatic mapping and R2RML [9]—a 

generic language to describe customized mappings. But the Working Group did not 

recommend any implementation for Direct Mapping and R2RML. Lately, several existing 
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tools or ongoing projects (cf. the W3C’s RDB2RDF Implementation Report [10] and a 

recent survey [6]) are implementing Direct Mapping or R2RML processors, including our 

processor prototype [11]. 

Although the W3C mapping standard indicates a good prospect, suspicions (even 

criticisms) persist [6]. Concerning Direct Mapping, despite being automatic, direct 

mapping rules intend to be encoded in an application program, rather than to be 

interchanged across applications or mapping engines. As for R2RML, despite being 

interchangeable, the language may not apply to all needs in the wide scope of RDB to 

RDF translation applications [6]. Even worse, R2RML-based customized mappings have 

to be created manually by domain experts. Recently, a semi-automatic tool for generating 

customized R2RML mappings was proposed in [12], but the user still needs to draw class 

and property correspondence assertions (CAs) from the input (i.e., the source RDB 

schema and target ontology/RDF schema). 

On the other hand, the W3C Rule Interchange Format (RIF) Working Group created a 

standard for exchanging rules among Web rule systems [13], and a family of languages, 

called RIF dialects, were published in 2013 by the Working Group. As early as 2009, the 

W3C RDB2RDF Incubator Group Report [14] stated “There is a strong suggestion that 

the [RDB2RDF] mapping language be expressed in rules as defined by the W3C RIF WG.” 

The reason for this suggestion is that rules are an effective way to express mappings 

between information models, and RIF, as part of the infrastructure for the Semantic Web, 

is a standard for exchanging rules. However, according to recent survey reports [5,6] and 

to our knowledge, currently there is no RDB2RDF tool available to use RIF as the 

mapping language. 

This paper addresses the issue of RIF-based RDB2RDF mapping. We choose RIF-PRD, 

the RIF Production Rule Dialect [15], as the rule language to define a set of generic 

RDB2RDF mapping rules. As a proof-of-concept research, we focus on direct, automatic 

mapping that relies on a database semantics-driven approach. The mapping rules are 

established based upon the conceptual correspondence between the RDB schema and the 

RDF data model. The extracted RDB schema knowledge is stored, in the form of RIF 

predicates, into a priori knowledge base. By applying the defined RIF-PRD rules, 

reasoning against the schema knowledge can achieve a set of executable mapping rules 

that are stored, also in the form of RIF predicates, in a posteriori knowledge base, 

according to which the relational data can be mapped into an equivalent RDF dataset. 

Based on the above approach, we have implemented a prototype mapping engine called 

RIFD2RME (stands for RIF-based RDB2RDF Mapping Engine), and conducted case 

study experiments with the prototype. The experimental results indicate that the proposed 

mapping approach is achievable and effective. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses related work. 

We present our generic RIF-PRD mapping rules in Section 3. Section 4 describes the 

architecture of RIFD2RME, and the core design principles and implementation 

technologies of RIFD2RME’s main components. In Section 5, we present a running 

example to illustrate the implementability and effectiveness of our proposed method. 

Finally, we concludes the work in Section 6. 

 

2. Related Work 

Making relational data accessible to the Semantic Web has been an active field of 

research during the last decade. As a result, many RDB2RDF techniques and tools (cf. [4-

6]) have been proposed over the last years. In September 2012, the publication of the 
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W3C’s RDB2RDF standards [8,9] has marked a new step towards the realization of the 

Web of Data. At the same time, facing the large variety of the RDB2RDF tools, several 

studies have been carried out to compare and review the different approaches and 

techniques, resulting in several in-depth survey reports [4-6,16,17]. Instead of providing 

the reader with a detailed discussion of the approaches, techniques and tools, we refer the 

reader to these survey reports. 

In January 2009, members of the W3C RDB2RDF Incubator Group conducted a wide 

scope review [4], with the goal of providing the RDB2RDF WG with a comprehensive 

overview of the different approaches, in order to serve as a basis for the creation of 

R2RML. In 2011, Hert, et al. [16] proposed a feature-based comparison framework 

derived from the W3C use cases and requirements [7] and provided a comparison of the 

existing RDB2RDF mapping languages at that time. In 2011, Sequeda, et al. [17] 

provided a survey of directly mapping SQL databases to the Semantic Web, intending to 

serve as a basis for the definition of the W3C’s Direct Mapping. In early 2012, Spanos, et 

al. [5] made a comprehensive review of the methods, proposed by 2011, for bringing 

RDBs into the Semantic Web, putting the stress on the creation and alignment of 

ontologies. Lately, Michel, et al. [6] published an online survey report on RDB2RDF 

translation approaches and tools, including non-R2RML tools such as D2RQ [18,19], 

RDBToOnto [20] and Triplify [21], as well as R2RML compliant tools such as Virtuoso 

RDF Views [22], Ultrawrap [23], RDF-RDB2RDF (https://metacpan.org/release/RDF-RDB2RDF), 

XSPARQL (http://xsparql.deri.org/), DB2Triples (https://github.com/antidot/db2triples) and Morph-RDB 

(https://github.com/jpcik/morph). 

According to the aforementioned survey reports and our own studies, we briefly give 

the following findings based on the classification framework and analysis results provided 

by [6]. 

Mapping description (direct mapping vs. augmented direct mapping vs. domain 

semantics-driven mapping): Most of the tools (D2RQ, RDF-RDB2RDF, Ultrawrap and 

DB2Triples) apply both the direct mapping approach and the domain semantics-driven 

mapping approach. Triplify, Virtuoso RDF Views, XSPARQL and Morph-RDB adopt the 

domain semantics-driven mapping approach, while RDBToOnto applies the augmented 

direct mapping approach. 

Mapping implementation (data materialization vs. on-demand mapping): D2RQ, 

Triplify, and Morph-RDB support both data materialization and on-demand mapping. 

RDBToOnto, RDF-RDB2RDF, XSPARQL and DB2Triples only support data 

materialization, while Virtuoso RDF Views and Ultrawrap only support on-demand 

mapping. 

Data retrieval (query-based access vs. linked data): D2RQ, Virtuoso RDF Views and 

Ultrawrap support both query-based access and the linked data approach. XSPARQL and 

Morph-RDB only support query-based access, while Triplify only support the linked data 

approach. 

The RIF Working Group was chartered by the W3C in 2005 to create a standard for 

exchanging rules among Web rule systems [13]. RIF focused on exchange rather than 

trying to develop a single one-fits-all rule language, hence a family of languages, called 

RIF dialects, with rigorously specified syntax and semantics, were published by the RIF 

Working Group in 2013. The RIF production rule dialect (RIF-PRD) [15] is one of a set 

of rule interchange dialects that also includes the RIF Core dialect (RIF-Core) and the RIF 

basic logic dialect (RIF-BLD). From a theoretical perspective, RIF-Core corresponds to 
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the language of definite Horn rules without function symbols (often called “Datalog”) 

with a standard first-order semantics. RIF-BLD corresponds to the language of definite 

Horn rules with equality and a standard first-order semantics. RIF-PRD is thus a rules-

with-actions dialect that supports externally defined terms, functions, predicates and 

atomic formulas, therefore it has sufficient expressive power to describe RDB2RDF 

mapping rules. 

 

3. RIF-PRD based RDB2RDF Mapping Rules 

This section introduces our RIF-PRD based RDB2RDF mapping rules. We first 

explain some basic concepts regarding relational database schema and the RIF-PRD rule 

language, then present the generic RIF-PRD mapping rules at both schema and instance 

levels. 

 

3.1. Preliminaries 

In this paper we restrict our attention to those aspects that constitute the core of a 

relational database schema. The considered relational elements include relations (a.k.a. 

tables), attributes (a.k.a. columns), datatypes, primary keys (PKs) and foreign keys (FKs) 

of relational schemas. We assume without loss of generality that all relational schemas are 

in the third normal form. We give a formal definition of a relational database schema in 

Definition 1. 

Definition 1. A relational database schema is a tuple  , , , ,S = N attr DT pk fk , where 

 N  is a finite name set partitioned into: (1) a subset ET  of entity table/relation names; 

each entity table contains rows of instance data describing entities in the real world, (2) 

a subset RT  of relationship table/relation names; each relationship table contains rows 

of instance data describing relationships between the entities, and (3) a subset DT  of 

datatype names; each datatype is a predefined RDBMS datatype, specifying a value 

range of the relevant instance data.  

 For each t ET RT  , there is a finite nonempty set   1 1[ : ,..., : ]h hcol t A d A d  with 

column/attribute names 1,..., hc c  and their corresponding datatypes 1,..., hd d DT . 

 For each t ET RT  , there is exactly one primary key  pk t  whose values uniquely 

determine each row of the instance data in t , where either   ( )pk t col t  (in this case 

 pk t  is a single-column key) or   ( )pk t col t  (in this case  pk t  is a composite key 

with more than one column). 

 For each t ET RT  , there are ( 0)n n   foreign keys. If 1n  , then the n  foreign 

key(s) are        1 2, , , nfk t fk t fk t col t , where each value of the column(s) in 

  , 1, ,ifk t i n  references the relevant value of the column(s) in the primary key 

 pk r  of another entity table r ET . 

Furthermore, we can classify different types of entity tables and relationship tables by 

analyzing PK, FK(s), and sometimes the instance data in each table. The strategies for 

identifying typical table types are as follows:  

 Normal entity table: it has one PK and no FK.  
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 Entity table containing a one-to-one or one-to-many binary relationship: it has exactly 

one PK and one FK, and the PK is disjoint with the FK; if many values of the PK relate 

to one value of the FK, then the entity table contains a one-to-many binary relationship; 

otherwise it contains a one-to-one binary relationship.  

 Many-to-many binary relationship table: it has exactly one PK and two FKs, and the 

PK is the composite of the two FKs.  

 One-to-many/one-to-one binary relationship table: it has exactly one PK and two FKs, 

and the first FK is also the PK whereas the intersection of the second FK with the PK is 

an empty set; if many values of the PK relate to one value of the second FK, then the 

table is a one-to-many binary relationship table; otherwise it is a one-to-one binary 

relationship table. 

 n-ary relationship table: it has one PK and more than two FKs, and the PK is the 

composite of these FKs.  

Following the above strategies, we can even design an algorithm to achieve automatic 

table type identification after extraction of the relational database schema. 

As for the rule language, we choose RIF-PRD [15], a rules-with-actions dialect, to 

specify the mapping rules from relational database to RDF. Production rules have an if 

part, or condition, and a then part, or action. The condition is like the condition part of 

logic rules. The then part contains actions that can assert facts, modify facts, retract facts, 

and have other side-effects. RIF-PRD has a concise abstract syntax specified in 

mathematical English, and a concrete XML syntax used for practical applications on the 

Web. The two syntaxes have a good correspondence. We will use the abstract syntax to 

present the mapping rules for saving space, while the mapping engine, RIFD2RME, 

actually uses the concrete syntax of RIF-PRD. 

Additionally, the vocabularies used in the RIF-PRD based mapping rules come from 

multiple namespaces including RIF built-in functions and predicates, XML Schema, and 

the namespaces for RIF’s externally specified predicates and functions (see Tables 1 and 

2) introduced by ourselves. These namespace prefixes are declared as follows. 
 

Prefix(func <http://www.w3.org/2007/rif-builtin-function#>) 

Prefix(pred <http://www.w3.org/2007/rif-builtin-predicate#>) 

Prefix(xs  <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>) 

Prefix(ex  <http://www.hhu.edu.cn/RIF-mapping/>)  

Prefix(fc  <http://www.hhu.edu.cn/RIF-function/>) 

 
Table 1. Predicates and Functions Used in the Schema-mapping RIF-PRD 

Rules 

Symbols Descriptions 

RDB-related predicates 

table(?t) ?t is a table (a.k.a. relation). 

entity_table(?t) ?t is a normal entity table that has one PK and no FK. 

relationship_table( 

?t ?t1 ?t2...?tn) 

?t is a binary or n-ary relationship table that contains exactly 

two or more FKs referencing other (ordinarily entity) tables 

and does not contain any non-FK columns. 

col(?c ?t ?c_type) ?c is a column (a.k.a. attribute) of table ?t, and ?c’s datatype 

is ?c_type. 
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pk(?p ?t) ?p is the PK of table ?t. In the actual situation, we use RIF built-in 

predicate List(c1...cm), m>=1, c1...cm are columns of the 

table, to represent a single-attribute key or composite key. 

fk(?f ?t ?p ?s) ?f is a FK of table ?t, which references the value of PK ?p of 

table ?s. Both take the form of List(c1...cm). 

nonFK(?c ?t ?c_type) ?c is a non-FK column of table ?t, and ?c’s datatype is ?c_type. 

RDF-related predicates 

class(?t) Table ?t is mapped to an RDF class. 

object_p(?op ?t ?s) FK or binary relationship table ?op is mapped to such an RDF 

object property that its domains is the RDF class corresponding to 

table ?t and its range is the RDF class corresponding to table ?s. 

datatype_p(?c ?t  

?mapped_xsd_type) 

Non-FK column ?c of table ?t is mapped to such an RDF datatype 

property that its domain is the RDF class corresponding to ?t and 

its ranges is the XML Schema datatype, ?mapped_xsd_type, 

corresponding to ?c’s datatype. The datatype mapping is achieved 

through RIF’s externally specified function type() given below. 

Functions 

type(?c_type) This function returns the mapped XML Schema datatype of a 

relational column datatype ?c_type. 

 

 

Table 2. Predicates and Functions Used in the Instance-mapping RIF-PRD 
Rules 

Symbols Descriptions 

Instance mapping related predicate 

triple(?s ?p ?o) ?s, ?p, and ?o together construct an RDF triple whose 

subject is represented by ?s, predicate ?p, and object ?o. This 

predicate is used to instruct the mapping engine to translate 

relational data into RDF data. 

Instance mapping related functions 

generateTableURI(?t) This function returns a URI that identifies the RDF class 

corresponding to table ?t. The URI is generated by 

connecting a base URI and the table name. 

generateColumnURI(?t ?c) This function returns a URI that identifies the RDF properties 

corresponding to one column or one group of columns, ?c, of 

table ?t. The URI is generated by connecting a base URI, the 

table name, and name(s) of the column(s). 

generateRowURI(?t ?p ?v) This function returns a URI that identifies an instance of the 

RDF class corresponding to table ?t. Each row of table ?t is 

uniquely determined by the value, ?v, of this table’s PK, ?p, 

therefore, all row-relevant instances will be uniquely created. 

The URI is generated by connecting a base URI, the table 

name, and the PK’s column name(s) and value(s). 

data(?t ?c) This function returns the value(s) of column ?c in table ?t. 

The data retrieval is achieved by executing a SQL query. 
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3.2. Schema Mapping Rules 

The following RIF-PRD rules, Rules 1-5, are used to mapping an RDB schema to an 

RDF schema (i.e., lightweight ontology), which will structurally organize the mapped 

instance data (i.e., RDF data).  

Rule 1: If a table, ?t, has one PK and does not contain any FK, then ?t is a normal 

entity table. The RIF-PRD rule in the abstract syntax is as follows: 
Forall ?t such that ( 

If And(ex:table(?t) 

Exists ?p (ex:pk(?p ?t)) 

Not Exists ?f ?p ?s (ex:fk(?f ?t ?p ?s))) 

Then Assert(ex:entity_table(?t)) ) 

Rule 2: If a table, ?t, contains exactly two or more FKs that reference other tables 

(ordinarily entity tables) and does not contain any non-FK columns, then ?t is a binary or 

n-ary relationship table. The RIF-PRD rule in the abstract syntax is as follows: 
Forall ?t ?t1 ... ?tn such that ( 

If And(ex:table(?t) 

Exists ?f1 ?p1 ... ?fn ?pn ( 

And(ex:fk(?f1 ?t ?p1 ?tl) ... ex:fk(?fn ?t ?pn ?tn) 

External(pred:literal-not-identical(?f1 ... ?fn)))) 

Not Exists ?c (ex:nonFK(?c ?t ?c_type))) 

Then Assert(ex:relationship_table(?t ?t1 ... ?tn)) ) 

Rule 3: If a table, ?t, is an entity table or is a relationship table that also contains at 

least one non-FK column, then ?r is mapped to an RDF class. The RIF-PRD rule in the 

abstract syntax is as follows: 
Forall ?t such that ( 

If And(ex:entity_table(?t) 

Not Exists ?t1 ... ?tn (ex:relationship_table(?t ?t1 ... ?tn))) 

Then Assert(ex:class(?t)) ) 

Rule 4: If a table, ?t, is a binary relationship table (without any non-FK columns), 

then ?t can be mapped to such an RDF object property (rather than an RDF class) that its 

domain is the RDF class corresponding to one ?t-referenced entity table and its ranges is 

the RDF class corresponding to another ?t-referenced entity table. The RIF-PRD rule in 

the abstract syntax is as follows: 
Forall ?t ?t1 ?t2 such that ( 

If And(ex:relationship_table(?t ?t1 ?t2) 

ex:entity_table(?t1) 

ex:entity_table(?t2)) 

Then Assert(ex:object_p(?t ?t1 ?t2)) ) 

Rule 5: If a table, ?t, is an entity table or a relationship table that contains non-FK 

columns, and all ?t’s FKs reference other entity tables’ PKs, then all these FKs are 

mapped to such RDF object properties that their domains are the RDF class corresponding 

to ?t and their ranges are the RDF classes corresponding to the referenced entity tables. 

The RIF-PRD rule in the abstract syntax is as follows: 
Forall ?t ?t1 ... ?tn ?f1 ... ?fn such that ( 

If And(ex:table(?t ?t1 ... ?tn) 

ex:entity_table(?t1) ... ex:entity_table(?tn) 

Exists ?f1 ?p1 ... ?fn ?pn ( 

And(ex:fk(?f1 ?t ?p1 ?t1) ... ex:fk(?fn ?t ?pn ?tn))) 

Then Assert(ex:object_p(?f1 ?t ?t1))... Assert(ex:object_p(?fn ?t ?tn))) 

Rule 6: All the non-FK columns in any type of table, ?t, are mapped to such RDF 

datatype properties that their domains are the RDF class corresponding to ?t and their 

ranges are the XML Schema datatypes corresponding to the datatype of the non-FK 

columns. The RIF-PRD rule in the abstract syntax is as follows: 
Forall ?c ?t such that ( 
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If ex:nonFK(?c ?t ?c_type) 

Then Assert(ex:datatype_p(?c ?t External(fc:type(?c_type)))) ) 

3.3. Instance Mapping Rules 

The following RIF-PRD rules, Rules 7-10, are used to mapping the relational data to 

RDF data according to the generated RDF schema.  

Rule 7: If a table, ?t, can be mapped to an RDF class, then for each row of the table, 

rdf:type should be used, as a predicate, to create an RDF triple, stating that the row is an 

instance of the RDF class. The RIF-PRD rule in the abstract syntax is as follows: 
Forall ?t( 

If And(ex:class(?t) 

Exists ?p(ex:pk(?p ?t))) 

Then Excute(ex:triple(fc:generateRowURI(?t ?p ex:data(?t ?p)) “rdf:type” 

fc:generateTableURI(?t))) ) 

Rule 8: If an column, c, of table t can be mapped to an RDF datatype property, then for 

each row of the table, this datatype property should be use, as a predicate, to create an 

RDF triple, stating that the row-related instance has a datatype property whose value 

equals to the column’s value with the mapped XML Schema datatype. The RIF-PRD rule 

in the abstract syntax is as follows: 
Forall ?c ?t ?c_type( 

If And(datatype_p(?c ?t External(fc:type(?c_type)) 

Exists ?p (ex:pk(?p ?t))) 

Then Excute(ex:triple(fc:generateRowURI(?t ?p ex:data(?t ?p)) 

fc:generateColumnURI(?t ?c) 

External(func:concat(ex:data(?t ?c)”^^” 

External(fc:type(?c_type))))) ) 

Rule 9: If an column, c, of table t can be mapped to an RDF object property, then for 

each row of the table, this object property should be use, as a predicate, to create an RDF 

triple, stating that the row-related instance has an object property whose value equals to 

the related instance of an RDF class corresponding to the t-referenced table. The RIF-

PRD rule in the abstract syntax is as follows: 
Forall ?f ?t ?t1( 

If And(ex:object_p(?f ?t ?t1) 

Exists ?p1 (ex:pk(?p1 ?t)) 

Exists ?p2 (And(ex:pk(?p2 ?t1) 

ex:fk(?f ?t ?p2 ?t1)))) 

Then Excute(ex:triple(fc:generateRowURI(?t ?p1 ex:data(?t ?p1)) 

fc:generateColumnURI(?t ?f) 

fc:generateRowURI(?t1 ?p2 ex:data(?t1 ?p2)))) ) 

Rule 10: If a binary relationship table, ?t, can be mapped to an RDF object property, 

and ?t’s two related entity tables are ?t1 and ?t2, then this object property should be use, as 

a predicate, to create RDF triples that connect the instances of ?t1’s class to the instances 

of ?t2’s class according to the data in table ?t. The RIF-PRD rule in the abstract syntax is 

as follows: 
Forall ?t ?t1 ?t2( 

If And(ex:relationship_table(?t ?t1 ?t2) 

ex:object_p(?t ?t1 ?t2) 

Exists ?p1(ex:pk(?p1 ?t1)) 

Exists ?p2(ex:pk(?p2 ?t2))) 

Then Excute(ex:triple(fc:generateRowURI(?t1 ?p1 ex:data(?t1 ?p1)) 

fc:generateTableURI(?t) 

fc:generateRowURI(?t2 ?p2 ex:data(?t2 ?p2)))) ) 
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4. Prototype Implementation of RIFD2RME 

To verify the effectiveness of the RIF-PRD mapping rules and the implementability of 

our proposed mapping method, we have designed and developed a prototype mapping 

engine called RIFD2RME (stands for RIF-based RDB2RDF Mapping Engine). This 

section briefly describes the architecture and main components of RIFD2RME. 

 

4.1. Architecture 

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture and the RIF-based RDB2RDF mapping process of 

RIFD2RME. The mapping engine takes a relational database (RDB) and an RIF-PRD 

document (specifying RDB2RDB schema and instance mapping rules) as input, and 

produces the mapped RDF dataset as output. The resulting RDF data can then be 

consumed either by SPARQL [24] query clients or by HTTP-based browser/crawler 

clients. RIFD2RME’s main components are briefly described as follows. 

 RDB Schema Extractor performs extraction of the schema elements as defined in 

Definition 1 from the RDB, analysis of the schema information, and finally storing 

of the obtained knowledge, in the form of RIF predicates, into A Priori Knowledge 

Base. 

 RIF-PRD Rules Parser is used to parse an RIF-PRD document in the XML concrete 

syntax, encapsulate the RIF-PRD rule elements in Java objects and pass the Java 

objects to the next component. 

 RIF-PRD Reasoner performs reasoning against the schema knowledge based on the 

defined RIF-PRD rules to achieve a set of executable mapping rules that are stored, 

in the form of RIF predicates, in A Posteriori Knowledge Base, according to which 

the relational data can be mapped into RDF data. 

 RDB2RDF Mapper performs translation from the RDB to an equivalent RDF 

dataset according to the executable mapping rules. 

 

RIFD2RME (RIF-based RDB2RDF Mapping Engine) 

RIF-PRD Document

(RDB2RDF Schema & 

Instance Mapping Rules)

RIF-PRD   

Reasoner
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RDB Schema 
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Figure 1. RIFD2RME’s Architecture and Mapping Process 
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The core design principles and implementation technologies of these components will 

be explained in brief in the subsequent subsections. 

 

4.2. RDB Schema Extractor 

The RDB Schema Extractor employs Algorithm 1 to extract schema elements, 

including tables, columns, datatypes, primary keys and foreign keys, from the relational 

database and put the obtained knowledge, in the form of RIF predicates, into A Priori 

Knowledge Base. 

Algorithm 1 has been implemented with Java language (J2SDK 1.6.0), where database 

connection (Step 1) was implemented with java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection and 

extraction of schema elements (Step 2) was achieved through java.sql.DatabaseMetaData. 

 
Algorithm 1. RDBSchemaExtraction(RDB) 

Input: relational database RDB. 

Output: RIF predicate set P that is stored in A Priori Knowledge Base. 

Steps: 

1: connect to relational database RDB; 

2: get metadata from RDB; 
3: put all tables from metadata into tableSet; 

4: initialize P  ; 

5: for each table t tableSet  do 

6:     generate a predicate, table(t), and put it into P; 

7:     for each column c of t do 

8:         generate a predicate, col(c t c_type), and put it into P; 

9:         if (c does not belong to any foreign key of t) then 

10:             generate a predicate, nonFK(c t c_type), and put it into P; 

11:     end for; 

12:     if (t contains a primary key consisting of t’s column(s) c1...cm, m>=1) then 

13:         generate a predicate, pk(List(c1...cm) t), and put it into P; 

14:     if t contains foreign keys then 

15         for each foreign key, consisting of t’s column(s) c1...cn, n>=1, which references 

 the value of primary key p of table s do 

16:             generate a predicate fk(List(c1...cn) t p s), and put it into P; 

17: end for. 

 

4.3. RIF-PRD Rules Parser 

As mentioned earlier, all the RIF-PRD based mapping rules are actually stored in an 

RIF-PRD document in the XML concrete syntax specified in the W3C document [15]. 

RIF-PRD Rules Parser’s overall process flow of parsing an RIF-PRD document is shown 

in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Overall Process Flow of Parsing an RIF-PRD Document 

The parser has been implemented as a Java program based on Java XML API dom4j. 

Each RIF element such as Group, Forall, and Implies in the RIF-PRD rules was packaged 

as a Java object and passed to RIF-PRD Reasoner.  
 

4.4. RIF-PRD Reasoner 

Based on the RIF-PRD rules, reasoning against the schema knowledge in A Priori 

Knowledge Base will achieve a set of executable mapping rules stored in A Posteriori 

Knowledge Base. All the RIF-PRD rules are defined using the Forall construct, 

representing rules with bound variables. The overall process flow of reasoning an RIF-

PRD Forall rule is depicted in Figure 3. RIF-PRD Reasoner has been implemented as a 

Java program. 
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Figure 3. Overall Process Flow of Reasoning an RIF-PRD Forall Rule 
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4.5. RDB2RDF Mapper 

Although our RIF-PRD rules can support both the data materialization approach (i.e., 

ETL-based RDF dumping) and the on-demand mapping approach (i.e., query-driven, 

dynamic retrieval), at the present stage we only implemented the data materialization 

process in the prototype mapping engine. 

Following the executable mapping rules, RDB2RDF Mapper, implemented as a Java 

program, performs translation from the relational data to an equivalent RDF dataset. All 

the triple predicates in the instance mapping rules will be executed during the data 

translation process. The overall process flow of a triple predicate is as follows: 

Step 1: Get a triple predicate from A Posteriori Knowledge Base; 

Step 2: Create and execute SQL SELECT statements corresponding to triple predicate’s 

three parameters to generate three URIs identifying the subject, predicate, and object 

resources of an RDF triple. 

Step 3: Store the produced RDF triple in the RDF dataset (e.g., triplestore). 

According to the defined RIF-PRD functions and the specific bounded tables and 

columns, the SQL SELECT statement is either a simple select conditional query against a 

single table on the specific column(s) or a join conditional query over multiple tables. 

 

5. Running Example 

We have used the prototype mapping engine, RIFD2RME, to conduct several case 

studies. All case studies have obtained a correct, satisfactory outcome. Saving space, in 

the following we illustrate a small running example (see Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7). 

 

 

Figure 4. Physical Data Model (PDM) of the University Relational Database 
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Figure 5. Screenshot of the Result Produced by RDB Schema Extractor 

 

 

Figure 6. Screenshot of the Result Produced by RIF-PRD Reasoner 
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Figure 7. Screenshot of the Result Produced by RDB2RDF Mapper 

A University RDB was created with MySQL 5.1. Figure 4 shows the physical data 

model (PDM), produced by PowerDesigner 12.5, of this database. Instance data have been 

inserted into the database tables. 

RIFD2RME’s RDB Schema Extractor performed extraction of the schema elements 

and generated the schema knowledge in the form of RIF predicates. A screenshot of the 

result produced by RDB Schema Extractor is shown in Figure 5. 

RIF-PRD Reasoner performed reasoning against the schema knowledge based on the 

parsed RIF-PRD mapping rules and achieved a set of executable mapping rules, as shown 

in Figure 6. 

RDB2RDF Mapper performed translation from the University relational database to an 

RDF dataset according to the executable mapping rules. The resulting RDF file was 

opened in the Windows Internet Explorer and its screenshot is shown in Figure 7. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Relational databases are the most popular data management solution for various kinds 

of information systems. Making relational data accessible to the Semantic Web has been 

recognized as a key factor in both creating the Web of Data and generating RDF data for 

Semantic Web applications. RDB2RDF mapping has been an active field of research 

during the last decade. The publication of the W3C Direct Mapping and R2RML standard 

in 2012 has marked a new step towards the success of the RDB2RDF effort. However, the 

W3C standard is still insufficient in terms of description and interchangeableness of the 

mapping rules, especially in situations where complex mappings and broad interchange 

are needed. RIF, on the other hand, has sufficient power of expression and is suitable for 

describing exchangeable mapping rules. In this paper, we propose a database semantics-
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driven, RIF-PRD based mapping description approach. Based on a set of generic RIF-

PRD mapping rules, we developed a prototype mapping engine (RIFD2RME), and 

conducted case study experiments with the prototype. The experimental results indicate 

that the proposed mapping approach is achievable and effective. 

Our study is only a proof-of-concept research at the present stage. The RIF-PRD 

mapping rules are just for augmented direct mapping from RDB to RDF, and the 

prototype mapping engine only supports data materialization. Future work will focus on 

improving the approach and extending the implementation. 
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